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In order to analyze the functions of the hippocampus
in the
primate, and to advance the understanding
of amnesia, the
activity of 994 single hippocampal
neurons in the monkey
was analyzed during the performance
of a task known to be
affected by hippocampal
damage in which both an object,
and its position in space, must be remembered.
The serial
multiple object-place
memory task required
a memory for
the position on a video monitor in which a given object had
appeared
previously.
It was found that 9.3% of neurons recorded in the hippocampus
and hippocampal
gyrus had spatial fields in this and related tasks, in that they responded
whenever
there was a stimulus
in some but not in other
positions on the screen. We found that 2.4% of the neurons
responded
to a combination
of spatial information
and information about the object seen, in that they responded
more
the first time a particular
object was seen in any position.
Six of these neurons were found that showed this combination even more clearly, in that, for example, they responded only to some positions
and only if it was the first time
that a particular
stimulus had appeared
there.
It is concluded
that there are neurons in the primate hippocampus
which (1) respond to position in space and (2) in
some cases combine information
about stimuli and their position in space, responding
to a stimulus only the first time
it is seen in a position in space, for example. Thus, not only
is spatial information
processed
by the primate hippocampus, but it can be combined
with information
about which
stimuli have been seen before. The ability of the hippocampus to form such conjunctions
may be an important property
for its role in memory.

Bilateral damage to the temporal lobe in humans can cause
anterogradeamnesia(Scoville and Milner, 1957; Milner, 1982).
A number of structures are damaged, and these include the
hippocampus and the amygdala. Experimental investigations
have been performed to determine which structuresare crucial
in producing the amnesiaand to analyze the neural basesof the
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different types of amnesia(Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1983). It
hasbeen shown that the monkey’s ability to remembera list of
objects in a recognition task is impaired by combined damage
to the hippocampusand amygdala but is much lessaffected by
damageto the hippocampusor amygdalaalone(Mishkin, 1978).
In analyzing the way in which the hippocampuscould contribute
to a memory deficit, it has been shown that tasks which are
particularly affected by hippocampal damage in the primate
include those in which both an object and the place in which it
was seen must be remembered (Mishkin, 1982; Gaffan and
Saunders,1985; Gaffan, 1987;Parkinson et al., 1988). It is thus
of interest that H.M., and humans with right temporal lobe
damage,exhibited impaired memory of the positions in which
objects had been placed on a board (Smith and Milner, 1981).
In analysesof the functions of the hippocampusin the rat, it
hasbeen suggestedthat rats with hippocampal damagehave an
impaired ability to make a map of space,in that they are impaired in running correctly in an g-arm maze, or in swimming
correctly to a submergedplatform, in situations in which extramaze cuesmust be used to restitute their position in space
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Morris et al., 1982). There is evidence that in the rat somehippocampal neuronsfire when the
animal isin a particular placein an environment (O’Keefe, 1979,
1983). It is thought that the place at which a cell fires is defined
by the spatial configuration of the cues in the environment.
Different cellsrespondwhen the rat is in different placesin space.
An alternative concept of the function of the hippocampusin
the rat suggeststhat the hippocampus is involved in working
memory, on the basisof deficits in both nonspatial and spatial
short-term memory tasksin rats with hippocampal lesions(Olton et al., 1979; Olton, 1983).
In order to analyze the functions of the hippocampusin the
primate and to advance the understandingof amnesia,we are
recording the activity of singlehippocampalneuronsin the monkey during the performance of tasks known to be affected by
hippocampal damage.In this paper we describethe activity of
singleneurons in a task in which the monkey must remember
whether an object has been seenbefore in a particular place.
Object-place memory tasks are one type of memory task that
has been shown to be particularly impaired by hippocampal
(but not by amygdala)damagein the monkey (Mishkin, 1982;
Gaffan and Saunders,1985; Gaffan, 1987).The multiple objectplace memory task used here required a memory of 4 or 9
positions on a television screenwhere a given object had appearedpreviously, and thus wasquite demanding.It was found
in this task that some hippocampal neurons responded best
when an object appearedin one or severalpositionsascompared
with other positions on the screen.In the only previous record-
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ings we know from the hippocampus of the behaving monkey,
it has been shown that some hippocampal neurons are active
in a delayed match to sample task (Brown, 1982) and that some
hippocampal neurons are active in a delayed response task (Watanabe and Niki, 1985; Cahusac et al., 1989). A further aim of
the experiments described here was to investigate the activity
of hippocampal neurons in a serial recognition task to determine
whether the responses of any hippocampal neurons are related
to whether stimuli have been seen recently, as the hippocampus
at least contributes (as does the amygdala) to this form of memory. The advantage of using a serial recognition task is that it
allows the number of intervening stimuli over which neuronal
responses reflect familiarity to be measured (Rolls et al., 1982).
Materials and Methods
Serial multiple object-place memory task. In the serial object-place
memorytask,themonkeyhadto rememberthe particularpositionsin
which he had seen a particular stimulus previously. On each trial, a

stimulus was shown in 1 of 4 or in 1 of 9 positions on a video monitor.
(In the 4-position task, the positions were arranged in 2 rows of 2
columns, with position 0 in the top left and position 3 in the bottom
right. In the 9-position task, the positions were arranged in 3 rows of
3 columns, with position 0 in the top left and position 8 in the bottom
right.) Each stimulus was shown in each position twice. The first time
a stimulus was shown in a particular position, the monkey had to avoid
licking a tube in front of his mouth, in order to avoid obtaining a taste
of saline. The second time the monkey saw the stimulus in a given
position, he could lick the tube to obtain fruit juice. For each new
stimulus, the computer randomized the order of the positions in which
a stimulus was shown, subject to the constraint that the same reinforcement contingency should not be repeated consecutively more than 3
times. After each stimulus had been shown in each position twice, the
computer continued the task with a new stimulus. (Some of the stimuli
had been used on previous days, but once a sequence of novel/familiar
positions had been run with a given stimulus on a particular day, that
stimulus was not used again on that day.) The task allowed an object
to be shown 6 times in other positions before it reappeared in the same
position in the 2 x 2 version, and up to 16 intervening trials in the 3
x 3 version. In a spatial response version of the 2 x 2 task the monkey
was trained to reach and touch the quadrant where the stimulus appeared
instead of licking at a tube on positively rewarding trials. A simpler
spatial response version (touch-position task) was also used in which
the same stimulus appeared on all trials and the monkey could reach
and touch the relevant quadrant to receive a reward for each touch. The
latter 2 spatial response tasks were tested in 2 monkeys. However, as
some of the results were similar for all 3 tasks, some of the data are
analyzed together. The tasks were completely computer-controlled
to
ensure that no influence by the experimenters on the monkey’s behavior
or on the neuronal activity was possible. The computer switched the
stimuli on and off for each trial, and synchronized its data collection so

that the stimuluswasturnedon at the start of the 21stbin of a peristimulus time histogram. The stimuli were displayed 30 cm from the
monkey on a color video monitor subtending 12” at the retina and
occupying the appropriate quarter or ninth of the monitor screen. The
stimuli were either junk pseudo-colored stimuli digitized from the television or were simple geometric shapes such as boundary curvature
descriptors (Schwartz et al., 1983). The resolution of these images was
256 x 256 pixels with 256 gray levels or colors. The stimuli were stored
on the PDP 11 computer disk ready for random access loading into an
AED 12 video framestore.
The monkeys were also trained to perform a visual discrimination
task, which was run as a control to ensure that any results obtained
were not due to obtaining reinforcement, licking for fruit juice, etc. If
a circle, the positive discriminative stimulus (S+), appeared on the
monitor, the monkeys could lick to obtain a fruit juice reward, and if
a square of the same area and luminance, the negative discriminative
stimulus (S-), appeared the monkey had to withhold licking in order
to avoid aversive hypertonic saline.
A 0.5 set signal tone (400 Hz) preceded the presentation of the stimulus in all tasks, and if the monkey was fixating correctly before the
stimulus appeared, he had sufficient time to perform the discrimination

and obtain multiple licks of the fruit juice tube in the short (1 .O set)
period in which the stimulus was on. This procedure was designed to
ensure fixation of the stimuli (Rolls et al., 1979). The order of presentation of the stimuli was randomized. The EOG recordings, and recordings made in one monkey with the search coil method (Judge et
al., 1980) confirmed that this procedure resulted in consistent fixation
of the stimuli.
The monkeys were also trained to perform a serial recognition task
(Rolls et al., 1982), in order to determine whether neurons active in the
serial multiple object-place memory task might be responsive on the
basis of the novelty as compared to the familiarity of visual stimuli,
independently of any spatial component to the task. The serial recognition task was an automated version of one used previously (Rolls et
al., 1982). Each stimulus was presented twice a day, once as novel and
once as familiar. When a stimulus was novel, the monkey had to refrain
from licking in order to avoid the saline 1iquid:When a stimulus was
familiar, the monkey could obtain fruit juice by licking the tube in front
of its mouth. Up to 17 other stimuli intervened between the novel and
familiar presentations of a given stimulus. The stimuli were similar to
those used in the object-place serial memory task, except that they filled
the monitor screen.
Recordingtechniques.
The activity of single neurons was recorded
with glass-insulated tungsten microelectrodes (after Merrill and Ains.worth, 1972, but without the platinum plating) in 3 macaque monkeys
(Macaca
mulatta)(weight, 3.0-4.5 kg) seated in a primate chair using
techniques that have been described previously (Rolls et al., 1976). The
monkeys had been implanted under thiopentone sodium anesthesia with
stainless-steel holders on which an adaptor could be fitted for the later
daily recording sessions. The action potentials of single cells were amplified using techniques described previously (Rolls et al., 1979) converted into digital pulses using the trigger circuit of an oscilloscope, and
analyzed on-line using a PDPll computer. The computer collected
peristimulus rastergrams of neuronal activity for each trial and displayed, printed, and stored each trial, as well as computing the peristimulus time histogram by summing trials of a given type. To facilitate
latency measurements, the cumulative sum distribution was calculated
from the sum peristimulus time histogram. For each trial the number
of action potentials occurring in a 500 msec period (and a 250 msec
period) starting 100 msec after the stimulus onset was printed. This
period was chosen because the neurons studied responded to visual
stimuli with latencies that were typically 100 msec or more, and the
monkeys consistently fixated the stimuli for more than 500 msec. Fixation ofthe stimuli was confirmed using permanently implanted silver/
silver chloride electrodes for EOG recording. The EOG recordinns nrovided eye position to within lo-2” and were sampled by the computer
every 10 msec and saved with the action potentials for each trial.
Radiographs were used to locate the position of the microelectrode
on each recording track relative to permanently implanted reference
electrodes and bony landmarks such as the posterior tip of the sphenoid
bone (Aggleton and Passingham, 198 1). Cell positions were reconstructed from the X-ray coordinates taken together with serial 50 pm
histological sections stained with cresyl violet which showed the reference electrodes and microlesions made at the end of some of the
microelectrode tracks.
Treatmentsf results.Measures of responses for each cell were calculated from the total number of action potentials occurring on each
trial in the 100-600 msec neriod followina stimulus onset. This neriod
was chosen because the cells studied ty&ally responded in the task
with latencies greater than 100 msec after the onset of the visual stimuli.
Recordings of fixation usually confirmed that the monkeys fixated during this period of firing rate measurement.
Analyses of variance were then performed on the responses of each
cell to novel and to familiar stimuli shown in each position. If a significant difference between the responses was found in the ANOVA,
then subsequent multiple t, Tukey, Duncan, and Newman-Keuls analyses(see Bruning and Kintz, 1977) were performed to determine whether
the effect was related to the different places on the screen, to novel as
compared with familiar stimuli, to an interaction between these, or to
the particular stimulus shown. The figures present the mean firing rate
and its SE to stimuli shown in each position, typically based on 4-10
presentations of the stimulus. The results of the analysis of variance are
also usually indicated. Cells were classified as showing differential responses if the ANOVA was significant at the 0.05 level, but for most
of the cells described here with differential responses, the differences
were significant at beyond the 0.01 level. A few such significant results
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andperistimulustimehistograms
of a singlehippocampal
neuronthat responded
duringthe 3 x 3 versionof the multiple
Figure 1. Rastergrams
object-placetask to stimulipresentedto the bottom left-hand corner of the monitor screen(insetabovehistogram)asshownin A. The neuron
responded
lesswhenthe stimuluswaspresentedat the middle top positionasshownin B. This neuronhad a differentialspatiallatencyof 100
msec.
might be expectedby chanceamongthe populationof neuronsfrom
whichrecordings
weremade.To testwhethermorecellshadsignificant
resultsthan would be expectedby chance,the numberof cellswith
significantresultsat eachlevel(e.g.,p < 0.05,p < 0.01,andQ < 0.001)
foundin the ANOVA wascomparedusinga goodness
of fit x2testwith
the numberthat wouldbe predictedby chance.
The latencyof neuronalresponses,
or the differentiallatencyof the
neuronalresponse,
that is, the latency at which it fired significantly
differentlyin 2 conditionsof the task,suchas2 differentstimuluspositions,wasdeterminedusingcumulativesumand runningmeanstatistics. The cumulativesum(Woodwardand Goldsmith,1964)was
calculatedon-line,using18prestimulus
binsasthereference.Thepoint
at which the slopeof the cusumchangedwastaken asthe latency.
Runningmeant tests,whichcomparedthe meannumberof neuronal
spikesin 18prestimulus
binswith the meannumberof spikesin 2, 3,
4, or 5 poststimulus
bins,wereperformedover the sumsof trialsof any
onecondition,over the differenceof the sumsof trialsof 2 conditions,
or over the cumulativesumsof thesearraysof values.

Results
The activity of 994 neurons was recorded during the performanceof the object-place memory task in 3 monkeys. Of these
neurons, 249 were active in the task. The responseproperties
of the 93 neurons that respondeddifferently (as confirmed by
the analysesof variance describedin Materials and Methods)
when objects were shown in different positions on the screen
are described first. The responsesof 66 hippocampal neurons
that respondedin this task consistedof an increasein firing rate
from a mean spontaneouslevel of 12.3 (SD -t 10.6) spikes/set
to 24.7 (SD -t 14.5) spikes/set. Seventeen neurons decreased
their firing from a mean of 28.6 (SD +_ 11.1) spikes/setto 15.2
(SD -t 8.2) spikes/set.The responsesof the other neuronsthat
altered their activity during the tasksweregenerally small, often
occurred during the cue tone period, and were nondifferential
with respect to any of the parameterssuch as spatial position
and familiarity studied here. The activity of these neurons is
not consideredfurther in this paper, but other taskseffective in

driving hippocampal neuronsare describedelsewhere(Cahusac
et al., 1989; Miyashita et al., 1989).
Rastergramsand peristimulus time histogramsof the activity
of a single hippocampal neuron in the multiple object-place
memory task are shown in Figure 1. This neuron fired more
when an object was shown in position 6 (bottom-left corner)
than in position 1 (middle top). The latency of the neuronal
responsein the task was 100 msec,and this was the latency at
which the neuron respondedsignificantly differently to objects
shown in the different positions, as shown by cusum tests and
by running mean statistics.
The responsesof 4 neuronsin the 2 x 2 version of the objectplace memory task are shown in Figure 2, with the mean responseand its SE for each position indicated on a diagram of
the monitor screen.For each neuron, the ANOVA showedthat
the neuron respondedsignificantly differently when objectswere
shown in different positions on the monitor. Some of the neurons respondedprimarily when objects were shown in one position, and othersrespondedwhen objectswere shownin some,
but not in other, positions.
Three neurons were tested in both the 2 x 2 and the 3 x 3
versions of the object-place memory task. The responsesobtained from one neuron tested in this way are shown in Figure
3. For all 3 neurons there was some correspondencebetween
the positions to which a neuron respondedin the 2 versions of
the task.
The EOG or searchcoil recordingsshowedthat in thesetasks
the monkey typically moved his eyes to the position on the
screenin which the stimuli were shownwithin 200 msecof the
onset of the visual stimuli. An example is shown in Figure 4.
The responsesof the neuron shown in Figure 4 occurred when
the monkey waslooking at an object at one of the positions on
the screen.The neuron did not respondin control testsin which
the monkey made the sameeye movements to fixate a small
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Figure 2. Typical differential spatial responses of 4 hippocampal formation neurons. In each quadrant a different neuron’s response is shown.
The responses for each of the 4 different positions in which stimuli
appear (2 x 2 version of multiple object-place task) are displayed relative to the spontaneous firing baseline level in spikes/second, as indicated by the number beside each top left corner position. The SE bars
are indicated for each of the mean responses. For example, cell number
E475 responded to the 2 upper positions on the screen and V1098
responded preferentially to the bottom 2 positions.
spot, so that the neuronal responseswere due not just to eye

movements. (Good fixation of the small spot occurred because
the monkey could obtain fruit juice by detecting dimming of
the fixation spot. Fixation was confirmed with the eye coil technique.) This visual fixation task with a small spot was repeated
for 46 cellswith spatial responses,and 39 of thesecellshad no
activity related to the place in which the fixation spot was shown,

so that the activity of these 39 cells was not related to eye
movements,

and did not occur either to a small spot placed in

the spatial field of the cells.Instead, thesecellsrequired a visual
stimulus

such as the pictures

used in the object-place

memory

task to be placed in the spatial field in order to respond.Seven
of the 46 cells did respond in the visual fixation task, and the
activity of these 7 neurons

could thus have been related to eye

movementsor to the appearanceof the small spot in the spatial
field of the cell.
The latenciesof the responsesof theseneuronsare plotted in
the upper part of Figure 5. Cumulative

sum and running

mean

statisticswere usedto estimatethe neuronal responselatencies.
Many of the neurons had response latencies in the range of 1OO-

C

t

spontaneous

discharges

Figure 3. Example of the spatial responses of a neuron tested with
both the 3 x 3 (A) and 2 x 2 (B) versions of the multiple object-place
task. In the 3 x 3 version, the neuron responded to the bottom lefthand corner and middle quadrants of the screen, and a consistent response to those positions was also seen using the 2 x 2 version of the
task. C, Spontaneous firing rate preceding the presentation of stimuli.

stimuluswith information about its position. (Ten of theseneurons also respondedbetter to somethan to other positions on
the screen,that is, they had spacefields as describedabove, but
in addition respondedmore to novel stimuli than to familiar
stimuli in eachposition in space.Thus, for theseneuronsin the
2-way ANOVA there were significant effects of both novelty
and position on the screen.)In the caseof 6 neuronsthere was
an interaction betweennovelty and position. An example of one
such neuron is shown in Figure 6, where a differential novel/
familiar responseoccurs primarily for the right upper quadrant
of the screen(as shown by a very significant interaction term
in the ANOVA). An example of another neuron with an interaction term between object and spatial information
Figure 7. Although these 24 neurons that combined

is shown in
information

200 msec,with a meanvalue for the population (excluding those
in the tail of the distribution beyond 260 msec)of 168 msec.
A proportion of the neurons (n = 24; 2.4% of the total) respondedin relation to the relative novelty (or familiarity) component of the object-place memory task. For example, 19 neurons respondeddifferentially (typically more) the first time a
stimuluswasseenin eachposition on the screencomparedwith
the secondtime the samestimuluswasseenin the sameposition
on the screen.(This occurred independently ofwhether the stimulus had already been seenin other positions on the screen.)

about spatial position and the novelty of the object in that
position were not common, and represented2.4% of those analyzed, there were many more statistically highly significantly
respondingsuchneuronsas shown by the ANOVA than would
be predicted by chance (astestedby a goodness-of-fitx2 test: x2
= 76.3, df= 1, p < 0.001). The mean responselatency of these
neurons which combined information about position with in-

Thus, these neurons

shown

combined

information

derived

from

the

formation

about whether

an object had been seen before in that

position (excluding neuronswith latenciesgreaterthan 260 msec
as before) was 196 msec. The distribution of such latenciesis
in the lower

part of Figure

5. It was further

noted that
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4. Simultaneous
recordings
ofeyepositionwith thesearchcoil technique(shownbeloweachrastergram)
andofthe activity ofa hippocampal
neuronwith spatialresponses
indicatethat the monkeytypically movedhis eyesto fixate the stimuli in the spatialtaskssoonafter the stimuli
appeared
(at time 0). This particularneuronresponded
after the monkeyfixatedthe stimuluswhenit wasshownin onepositionon the screenbut
not in another.

Figure

the responsesof theseneurons were due not just to longer fixation on, for example, novel than familiar presentationsof stimuli, for such novel object-place responseswere found for only
a small proportion of neurons.It was alsonoted that the places
to which different neurons respondedwere found in all quadrants of the screen, so that the neuronal responsesdescribed
here were not due to differential fixation of certain screenpositions.
To test whether the neuronsjust describedthat respondedto
a combination of novelty and position would responddifferently
to novel and familiar stimuli in a task in which position was

not important, the responsesof 8 of these24 neuronswere also
measuredin a serialrecognition memory task. It wasfound that
4 of theserespondedmore to the novel than to familiar stimuli.
The “memories” for stimuli of these neurons were relatively
short, not exceeding 8 intervening stimuli.
Ten of these24 neuronswere also testedon a visual-discrimination task to control for the possibility of their different responsesin the multiple serial object-place memory task being
due to responsesto “go” versus“no-go” or to reward. Only one
neuron respondedto “no-go,” but this was 100 mseclater than
its responseto novel stimuli in the object-place task; thus, its
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was not due to the “no-go” trial contingency. Therefore, it is
unlikely that any significant proportion of the responsesof these
hippocampal neurons in the object-place memory task can be

response to novel stimuli

Figure 6. Top, Peristimulus rastergrams and time histograms of the
activity of a hippocampal neuron when stimuli were presented for the
first time (novel) or for the second time (familiar) in different positions
(A and B). Bottom, Firing rate histograms of the activity of the same
hippocampal neuron when stimuli were presented for the first time
(novel) or for the second time (familiar) in different positions on the
screen in the object-place memory task.

explained

on the basis of the “go”

or “no-go”

requirement

of

the task.
Given that somecellsin the hippocampusof the primate have
spatial responsesduring the performance of an object-place
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Figure
7. Firing rate histograms of the activity of a different hippocampal neuron when stimuli were presented for the first time (novel)
or for the second time (familiar) in different positions on the screen in
the object-place memory task.

memory task as just described, we next determined whether
hippocampal neurons also had spatial responsesin a simpler
task in which stimuli appearedin one quadrant of the screen
and the monkey could touch the stimulus while it was on for
1.0 set in order to obtain reward. The spatial stimuli and the
spatial responseswere thus very similar to thosein the multiple
object-place memory task, but there was no requirement to
remember the stimuli and the position in which they had been
shown. In this spatial touch task, it was found that 62 of 605
neurons analyzed (10.2%) had spatial responses,that is, the
firing rate was significantly different for different positions on
the screen.Thus, it is not necessaryfor the monkey to perform
an object-place memory task in order for hippocampal neurons
to show spatial responses.
Given that somehippocampal neuronshave spatial responses
in thesespatial tasks,it is next possibleto considerwhether this
neuronalactivity is related to the fact that stimuli werepresented
in different positions or to the spatial responsesof reaching to
one position on the screenas the monkey did in some of the
tasks. Of 20 cells studied using the tasks that incorporated different stimuluspresentationsor different responserequirements,
it wasfound that 18 (90%) respondedin a spatial task in which
there was no spatial responserequirement. Thus, the majority
of these neurons exhibited activities that were more closely
related to sensoryaspectsof spacethan to spatial movements.
Two neurons responded only in versions of these tasks that
required movements to different positions in space.Thus, the
activity of these neurons was related more to motor than to
sensoryaspectsof the processingof spatial information.
For the 18 neuronsjust described,further information about
the nature of the sensory-relatedspatial responsiveness
is available. For example, the spatial responsesof 5 cellswere shown
to depend not only on the quadrant of the screenon which the
stimuli were presented,but also on the distance of the stimuli
from the monkey. Further evidence that distance is a spatial
property that is important in the responsiveness
of at leastsome
of theseneuronswasfound in the clinical testsdescribedbelow.
In addition, 2 neurons had responsesthat dependednot only
on position in space,but alsoon the particular stimulusshown.
The presenceof neuronsof this type was suspectedon the basis
of the responsesobtained in the object-place memory task and
was confirmed by additional tests in which the same set of
stimuli wasrepeateda number of times in random order in each

-#QFigure
8. Firing rate histograms for a neuron that responded to a
combination of particular visual stimuli and spatial position (see text).
The stimuli shown on the screen were a pseudocolored image (picture),
a white circle (0), a green square, or a red square. An ANOVA was
performed to test for each stimulus whether different neuronal responses
occurred when the stimulus was shown in different positions on the
screen. The “uicture” and the areen stimulus both oroduced greater
responses when shown in the upper half of the screen than when they
were shown in the lower half (*, p c O.Ol), that is, the response to these
stimuli depended on the position in which they were shown.

position on the screenand the monkey was required to touch
the stimuli. For example, the neuron shown in Figure 8 respondedonly to certain stimuli presentedin the upper 2 quadrants of the screen(although the behavioral reach responsewas
identical to all stimuli used).The 2 neuronsof this type appeared
to codefor a combination of a classof stimuluswith its position
in space.
The locationsof the neuronswith spatialand related responses
in the spatial tasks are plotted in Figure 9. The neurons with
spatial responseswere found in many different parts of the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus (Fig. 9). The activity
recorded from the hippocampusproper could not easily be classified in terms of the “theta” versus “complex spike” types
found in subprimate speciessuchasthe rat and rabbit (O’Keefe
and Nadel, 1978). This is consistent with electroencephalographic studies in the primate showing a paucity of theta-like
activity (e.g., Halgren et al., 1978,in human). We madea wider
survey, including the present study, of the types of activity observed in more than 1500 neurons of the hippocampus and
hippocampal formation. Only 22 neurons had activity of the
complex spike type, and none of the differentially responsive
neurons in the present study were of this type. We found 163
neurons that showed bursting activity, each burst containing
between 2 and 6 spikes.Neurons with complex spikeand bursting activity were almost exclusively confined to the hippocampus proper. The majority of neurons (1111) showedirregular
firing activity (range of firing rate, 3-60 Hz), and a proportion
of these (241) showed occasionalbursts of activity. Also, 79
neurons had rhythmic or phasic activity, showing clusters of
short-duration action potentials. Each cluster typically lasted
between loo-350 msec of 100 Hz firing, with an intercluster
interval of 100-400 msec.Many of theseneurons were located
in the dentate gyrus. Finally, 167 neurons displayed fairly regular firing activity that was neither bursting nor clustered.
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Figure 9. Recording sites in the hippocampus and the adjacent parahippocampal area of neurons with spatial responses (position), with responses
dependent on whether a stimulus was seen in a particular position for the first time (novel/familiar position), with spatial responses demonstrated
by “clinical” testing, and with responses related to the orientation of the monkey. CAl, CA3, CA4, hippocampal subfields (indicated by the dotted
line); EC, entorhinal cortex;fd, fascia dentata; TF-TH, area in the parahippocampal gyms; V’, ventricle; 35, perirhinal cortex. The boundary of the
cortex with the white matter is indicated by the dashed line.

In the spatial tasks, it was found that 9.3% of the hippocampal
neurons had responses to different positions on the screen, as
described above. However, the screen filled only a part of the
monkeys’ visual space; moreover, the screen was usually at a

fixed distance from the monkey. Thus, it is possible that if
measurements had been made in more of the space around the
monkey, many more cells with spatial responses might have
been demonstrated.
This was found to be the case in “clinical”

The Journal

tests in which the experimenter showed objects to the monkey
in different parts of the laboratory. In this case, 105 neurons
(25% of those tested) were found to respond only when the
monkey paid attention to some parts of the room. These neurons
were probably a superset of those analyzed in the object-place
memory task, for in a number of cases of neurons with spatial
fields in the object-place memory task similar spatial fields were
found when they were tested with an object such as a peanut
held in the corresponding position in space in the laboratory
with the video screen removed. The recording sites of these
neurons are shown in Figure 9 (see “position-clinical”).
In
addition, 5 neurons were found that responded when the monkey was in a particular orientation in the room; interestingly,
all were located in the subicular complex (see Fig. 9, “orientation”). Furthermore, 1 of 5 neurons tested responded when the
chair was rotated, and this was direction selective. A number
of cells (n = 18) responded to the screen in various ways, either
to its movement towards or away from the monkey.
Discussion
These results show that some neurons in the hippocampus of
the monkey can respond differentially with respect to the place
in which a stimulus is shown. The results were obtained in a
task impaired by hippocampal damage in which the monkey
had to remember the positions in which particular stimuli were
seen (Mishkin, 1982; Gaffan and Saunders, 1985). Performance
of a similar task is impaired in humans with right temporal lobe
damage (Smith and Milner, 1981). The proportion of hippocampal neurons with spatial responses in these tasks was 93 of
994 analyzed, or 9.3%. Many of these neurons had spatial responses that were highly significant, and significant or very highly significant results in the ANOVA were much more frequent
than would be predicted by chance (as tested by a x2 test: x2 =
27.8, df = 2, p -=z 0.001). It may be noted that in the tasks only
a limited part of space was utilized and that more neurons in
the monkey hippocampus might be shown to have spatial responses if the space utilized was more extensive. Indeed, in the
clinical testing in which objects were shown throughout the
experimental room, 25% of neurons tested had some spatial
selectivity.
This is the first study we know of in which hippocampal
neurons with responses related to the place in which a stimulus
is shown have been demonstrated in the primate hippocampus.
Watanabe and Niki (1985) measured the activity of hippocampal neurons in a delayed response task in which a red stimulus
was shown on the right or the left; a delay period followed in
which the monkey had to continue holding a central observing
response lever, and then when the left and right lights illuminated simultaneously, the monkey could press the light that had
previously been illuminated in order to obtain reward. In this
task, some neurons (2.2%) responded differentially to the left
and right sample stimuli or in the delay which followed. As the
monkey can prepare his response as soon as the sample stimulus
is shown in this task (consistent with it being designated a delayed response task), and may even make mediating responses
in the task such as leaning to the left or right as soon as the
sample stimulus is shown, it is not clear whether the neurons
with differential activity reflected the side on which the stimulus
was shown, preparation for a motor response to that side, or
even a mediating motor response made in the task. In the present
object-place memory task, it is extremely unlikely that the neuronal activity reflected preparation of a motor response or a
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mediating motor response for the following reasons. First, when
a stimulus was shown in a given position, the monkey could
not code for any motor response at that time, but had to wait
for up to 6 trials (16 in the 3 x 3 version) before he could
determine whether to make a response. (His decision had to be
based on whether he had seen a given stimulus in the same
position in the preceding 6 (or 16) trials.) Mediating responses
in such a situation are most unlikely. Second, the response made
by the monkey in one version of the task was a nonspatial
response, that of licking a tube in front of his mouth, so that
the differential responses of the neurons to the different positions
in which stimuli were shown could not have been due to a spatial
response requirement of the task. Third, the majority of the
neurons did not respond differentially to a novel, as compared
with a familiar, object-place combination, so that differential
motor responses are not likely to account for the differential
responses of the neurons. Fourth, the responses of the neurons
could still occur when a stimulus was shown in a particular
position when the monkey was performing the task incorrectly
or was not performing the task, or during clinical presentation
of stimuli in certain positions, providing further evidence that
the responses of these neurons are not related simply to motor
responses. Fifth, the neurons did not respond in a visual-discrimination task in which the same motor response (of licking),
and the same reinforcement (fruit juice) was given, providing
further evidence that the motor response required or the reinforcement obtained cannot account for the responses of these
hippocampal neurons. These points provide evidence that these
hippocampal neurons in the monkey code for the place in which
a stimulus is shown, rather than the response required to a
particular spatial position.
The differential responses of these neurons to stimuli shown
in different positions on the screen in a sense reflect different
spatial response fields of these neurons. The question of whether
these are retinotopically organized can best be addressed by
further experiments in which the monkey is required to fixate
different positions of the screen during the performance of the
object-place memory task, in which he is required to make eye
movements to small fixation spots in different positions on the
screen; and in which stimuli are shown in different retinotopic
positions when the monkey maintains fixation of different positions in space. Although these are new series of experiments
which are suggested as a result of the findings described in this
paper and are now being performed, we have noted in the results
above that in the first new experiments of this type it has been
found that the responses of the majority of neurons (at least 39
of a sample of 46) of the type described here are not due to eye
movements per se, in that they do not occur when the monkey
moves his eyes to fixate a small spot in different positions on
the screen in a visual fixation task. We can add that for some
neurons the responses occur when objects are shown in different
spatial positions on the screen even when the monkey must
continue fixating a small central spot. However, we think it
unlikely that simple retinotopic coding accounts for the responses of these neurons, in that at least some of the neurons
responded consistently when an object was shown in a particular
position on the screen, even when, on some trials, the monkey
fixated a different part of the screen. Further, some of the neurons responded differentially to novel, as compared with familiar, stimuli in a given position, and the responses of these
neurons cannot be accounted for by a simple retinotopic mapping without additional processing. Also, it may be noted that
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the response properties of these neurons were very different from
those of neurons in the retinotopically organized parts of the
visual system such as the lateral geniculate nucleus or the striate
cortex, where response latencies may be on the order of 30 msec,
compared with 100-200 msec for the neurons in the hippocampus described here. The observation that the positions to which
different neurons responded maximally were evenly distributed
across the monitor screen indicates that the neuronal responses
obtained were not due to differential visual stimulation by one
part of visual space, but are instead consistent with the view
that these neurons provide a representation of space. This is
one of the main new findings described here, and it will be of
interest in continuing investigations, of the type described above,
to determine the coordinate system in which space is represented
in the primate hippocampus. The size of the parts of space
reflected in the responses of these neurons described here may
well have been influenced by the task, but in that differential
responses were shown across 12” of visual space, the angle subtended by the monitor, the spatial fields of the neurons can be
small compared with this angle.
These neurons may be compared with “place” cells recorded
in the rat hippocampus (see O’Keefe, 1979). The “place” cells
in the rat respond when the rat is in a particular place in the
environment as specified by extramaze cues, whereas the cells
described here respond to particular positions in space, or at
least when stimuli are shown in particular positions in space.
The exact information that leads “place” cells in the rat to
respond, and the nature of any mapping that may be being
performed by the hippocampus, has not been easy to define
(McNaughton et al., 1983). The present results in the monkey
certainly do not prove that a “cognitive map” (O’Keefe and
Nadel, 1978) is present in the hippocampus. However, by requiring different eye-fixation positions in the object-place memory task and by moving the monitor screen relative to the monkey’s body, it should be possible to determine whether the
neurons reflect information coded in retinotopic, egocentric, or
allocentric space.
Although the response latencies of the neurons were not always sufficiently short for them to play a part in the performance
of the object-place memory task, in some cases their responses
did precede the responses made by the monkey in the objectplace memory task. This, together with the evidence that hippocampal lesions impair object-place memory tasks (Mishkin,
1982; Gaffan and Saunders, 1985) is consistent with the view
that some of these neurons provide information useful in performing this task. The neurons with responses that occur independently of whether a stimulus is novel or familiar in a
particular position may provide a useful spatial representation
when a combination of a particular position and a particular
stimulus must be represented in a working memory. The neurons with responses that depend on whether a stimulus has been
seen before in each spatial location reflect the combination of
position and novelty, and a population of neurons with information of this type distributed across it would contain the information necessary to perform the object and place memory
task for which the hippocampus is required. We do not find it
surprising that only a relatively small proportion of such neurons
was found, for this would be required if many of the possible
object and place combinations that the monkey might encounter
were to be represented in a usefully discriminable form (see
Rolls, 1987,1988). As noted above, the presence ofsuch neurons
was detected in this investigation with high statistical reliability.

Finally, we note that only a proportion of hippocampal neurons
had “space” responses and that other hippocampal neurons
active in other tasks, such as delayed spatial response and conditional spatial response tasks, may also be important for functions performed by the hippocampus (Cahusac et al., 1989;
Miyashita et al., 1989; Rolls, 1989).
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